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How can we live TOGETHER within given limits? The group of artists, agroecology and

permaculture leaders, and volunteers will create an online audio-visual exhibition “The

Supermarket Museum”. The first “path” in the museum subversively explores and

artistically interprets the "supermarket culture": its convenience-, monoculture- &

profit- driven modus operandi that wipes out social, economic and ecological solidarity

values. Opposing this dominant culture, the second “path” of the museum describes

existent successful alternatives - those based on food sovereignty and solidarity.

Two paths
of the project



The group of artists, researchers

and volunteers will create an

online audio-visual exhibition

“The Supermarket Museum”. The

first “path” in the museum will be

an online exhibition focusing on

the 2020s declining phenomenon

of the Supermarket Culture as if

seen from 2030s+ post-abundance

perspective.

1.

2. The next part of the project will be a Forum

of food educators and permaculture leaders.

The forum will consist of webinars and online

sharing of experience in teaching food-

growing skills. The result of this forum will

be the second “path” of the museum which

will display inspiring European examples of

Food Sovereignty and Food Solidarity land-

based/food-growing projects. It will highlight

community collaboration and accelerated

learning pathways in food growing skills.

Possibility of the offline Forum -

Collaboration with Biennale Warsaw.

The Supermarket Museum
(Supermarket Culture)

The Forum
(Food Solidarity Culture)



Main objective
IMAGINE, TELL STORIES AND PREPARE THE GROUND FOR A

CULTURE-DRIVEN REVIVAL OF A UNITED EUROPE DURING AND

AFTER THE CRISIS.

"The Supermarket Museum" aims at proposing a different narrative for Europe's food

system, it imagines a different, better reality. Moreover, it unites Europe, since it is a

collaborative endeavor, which will also trigger debates within public opinion about

changing our food production and distribution system. Joining forces with 5 different

organizations from Europe, we will take their local context to a broader perspective,

showing how we can connect our common values (agroecology, cooperativism,

permaculture) on European level. We want to use this crisis to show how we can grow

out of it stronger, through cooperation and solidarity. We will engage the most unheard

societal groups, such as farmers, migrants and people with disabilities. We will also put

a special emphasis on using safe and open digital tools and platforms.



The organizations have chosen leaders-

educators-experts on food sovereignty to

participate in our Forum (where we will

discuss how to improve food-growing skills

and the process of going out of the

supermarket culture). 

Moreover, the organisations will involve their

activists, volunteers and local communities in

the process of creating our online museum.

Guided by artists, they will together gather

‘artefacts’ (facts, photos, sounds, podcasts,

short movies) about supermarket culture.

Participants: experts Participants: artists, 
activists



 


